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This book gives profiles of the lives and ca‐
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turies, together with one example each from the

first Black player in Major League Baseball)

1940s and 1990s. The author seeks to place each in‐

founder to some extent due to a lack of informa‐

dividual in the wider contexts of baseball’s place in

tion about Robinson or any analysis of their re‐

American society and how each instance reflected

spective experiences.

contemporary attitudes toward deafness and deaf
people without speech. Not all the arguments put
forward are fully convincing, as evidence of how
these deaf individuals were supposedly challen‐
ging stereotypical attitudes and responses is not as
strong or as extensive as the author suggests.

There are two main drawbacks in this book
that contribute to its weaknesses on an academic
level. First, for those without an intimate know‐
ledge of baseball’s rules, tactics, and statistics
(such as myself), much of the information about
each player’s achievements in the sport means

Having deaf and hearing players on the same

little. Terms such as balls and strikes are familiar,

team might be considered integration on a physic‐

if their determination is not, but the various per‐

al level, but this does not necessarily mean accept‐

centages given and technical terms used do noth‐

ance. William “Dummy” Hoy insisting that his

ing to draw in the casual reader. The second weak‐

teammates use sign language seems to have been

ness is the structure of the book, which seems to be

successful, but there is no consideration of how his

based around a collection of individual essays.

colleagues' attitudes might have been influenced

This itself is not problematic, but more assiduous

by his value to the team. Similarly, claims that

editing of the material was required. There is con‐

there were close similarities with the situation

stant repetition of detail, incidents, and claims

faced by Black players are valid, but the level of

throughout the book and even within chapters that
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makes the text tedious to read at times. It is not ne‐
cessary to constantly remind even complete new‐
comers to baseball how the signaling system for
balls and strikes works. The same is true of the
claim that this system originated with Hoy, which
appears several times in the book, giving the im‐
pression that if this argument is repeated enough
times, the reader will become convinced. Devoting
a whole chapter of twenty-three pages to someone
who only had a very brief career in baseball seems
to be justified on the grounds that he was a class
warrior for all deaf people. This is framed within
the context of Dick Sipek’s use of sign language
and this particular argument has the benefit of
drawing on quotes from Sipek himself, although
there is little further evidence to support the de‐
bate.
The author clearly has a passion for this sub‐
ject, but it appears that passion has overtaken any
detached analysis and discussion of the subject or
the individuals. After reading this book, there is
very little that sticks in the mind. “Dummy” Hoy is
well known and some readers may find out a little
more about his career and life from this book, but
the regular claims of his iconic status within the
deaf community are accepted rather than chal‐
lenged or assessed. The others mentioned in the
book have much lower profiles so it would have
been interesting to see some discussion of why this
should be so, given their supposedly pioneering
work in challenging misconceptions and acting as
role models for other deaf people. This book may
be of some interest to those interested in baseball
and the role of deaf people in mainstream sport,
but there is more missing from this collection than
is offered.
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